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1 
This invention relates to crowning assemblies 

particularly adapted for use in dry-wall con 
struction on an outside corner formed by two 
angularly disposed abutting sheets of wall-board, 
or on the exposed corner presented by a sheet 
of wall-board which abuts a door or window jamb. 
The invention aims to provide a structure supe 
rior to the corner-bead assemblies illustrated 
and described in my pending applications for 
Letters Patent of the United States, Serial No. 
63,689, ?led December 6, 1948, and Serial No. 
81,549, ?led March 15, 1949. 

It is an object of my invention to provide a 
corner crowning assembly superior to» the corner 
beads shown in the said prior applications in 
that it can be used without beveling or other» 
wise altering the corner formed by two angu 
larly disposed abutting sheets of wall-board. 
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It is a further object of my invention to pro- , . 
vide a crowning assembly capable of dressing and 
protecting the exposed side edge of a sheet of 
wall-board abutting a door or window jamb. 

Still another object of my invention is to pro 
vide crowning assemblies adapted for use in dry~ 
wall construction on a rounded corner, or a 
rounded side edge of a sheet of wall-board. 
A further object of my invention is to provide 

crowning assemblies capable of being easily set 
in position and held therein only by putty or the . 
like applied sparingly over portions of my as 
semblies and the adjacent surfaces of the wall 
board. > ,. 

These and other objects will be revealed in 
the following detailed description of my inven 
tion. 
In the accompanying drawing: 
Figure 1 is a horizontal sectional view show 

ing an embodiment of the present? invention as 
applied to dress an abrupt outside corner of a 
dry-wall room, the wall boards being shown frag 
mentarily. 

Fig. 2 is a similar view of a modi?cation of the 
invention particularly formed to adapt itself to 
a rounded corner. 

Fig. 3 is a horizontal sectional view of a further 
modi?cation of the invention shown applied to 
dress oil a bull-nosed edge of a sheet of wall 
board where the latter laps a door or window 
jamb; and 

Fig. 4 is a view similar to Fig. 3 excepting 
that I have here shown the invention‘ as being 
particularly formed to adapt itself to a square 
edge. , \ 

Referring to Fig. 1 of the said drawing, the 
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2 
corner crowning assembly therein illustrated in 
corporates an elongated corner-crowning piece 
5 composed of plastic, metal, or any other rela 
tively in?exible material and formed to an an 
gular shape in cross-section, the V-channel which 
this angular shape produces enabling the corner 
piece to ?nd close-seating engagement over an 
outside corner produced by two angularly dis-, 
posed lapped sheets of wall-board, designated by 
I0 and II, applied as a dry-wall surfacing for (a 
room framed with the usual studs l2. Said 
corner-piece has a strip of tape-like pliable ma 
terial glued or otherwise securely bonded to its 
underside, and the width of this tape is such 
as to leave free wings ‘I projecting well beyond 
each side edge of the corner-piece. A heavy 
grade of strong paper and such, for example, as 
kraft stock is eminently suitable as the material 
of the tape’s composition. 

It is to be understood that the corner-piece 
and its facing tape are available as a factory 
made unit assembly, and the manner of appli 
cation is“ shown in Figure 1, and namely such as 
to have the corner-piece seat snugly over the 
squared-off corner of the lapped sheets of wall-: 
board with the free wings projecting in opposite 
directions loosely overlying the outer faces of 
the two sheets of wall-board adjacent their meet“ 
ing ends. When setting the corner-piece the 
wing sections may, if desired, be tacked or spot 
glued to the underlying wall-board preparatory 
to application of a layer l3 of Swedish putty 
or other like or suitable plaster-like substance, 
but this is not necessary inasmuch as an oper 
ator can easily hold the corner-piece in position 
while trowelling a thin layer of said putty over 
the wings. The usual practice, in applying the 
putty, is to utilize only so much as is necessary 
to draw the same ?ush with the exposed face of 
the angular corner-piece and the thickness of 
the corner-piece’s side edge l5 serves as a gauge 
for this purpose. The applied putty may, if de'. 
sired, be given thicker substance suf?cient to 
coat the corner-piece. In either such case, the 
area of greatest thickness occurs adjacent the 
side edges I5 and tapers therefrom at each side 
of the corner-piece to a substantial feather-edge 
at a point laterally removed beyond the end limit 
of the related wing. When paint is later applied 
to the wall, the corner which has been faced with 
my crowning assembly‘ gives a smooth and un 
broken appearance almost incapable of being dis 
tinguished from a lath-and-plaster surface. In 
the embodiment which I have illustrated in Fig. 
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2 the outer one of the two lapped sheets of wall 
board, designated by H’, is indicated as having 
been sanded down or otherwise so made as to 
round o? the outside corner which the two sheets 
produce, and the corner-piece 5' here provided 
is given an arcuate shape in transverse section 
to compensate the same to this rounded shape. 
In all particulars other than its said sectional 
con?guration the corner-crowning assembly 
shown in Fig. 2 is the same as that shown in 
Figure 1. 
In Figs. 3 and 4 I have shown embodiments 

of the invention adapted to be used for trimming 
around door and window openings in dry-wall 
house construction to give, as with the corner 
crowning assemblies, the smooth and unbroken 
appearance which, heretofore, has been thought 
to be possible only by employing lath-and-plaster 
as the ?nishing material. In these views, ll 
denotes the cripple which frames the door or the 
window opening, as the case may be, it desig 
hates the jamb, and I8 and 2B designate, in Figs. 
3 and 4, respectively, a sheet of wall-board which 
is brought beyond the cripple into lapping rela 
tion to the jamb. In Fig. 3 I show the sheet as 
having its end edge rounded off and in Fig.4 I 
show the edge as being squared off. The crown 
ing' members which I provide for these end edges 
are quite similar, one to the other, and are, in 
fact, not unlike the corner-crowning members 
heretofore described. In the instance of either 
type of end-edge crown, and namely bull-nosed 
or square, a strip of tape is similarly glued or 
otherwise af?xed to the inside surface of a back 
ing piece of metal, plastic or other like or suit 
able relatively in?exible material which has been 
pressed into the shape necessary to adapt itself 
to the end edge which it is to overlie. In Fig. 3 
the backing piece is bent upon itself along a 
longitudinal line and one of the two sections 
thereby formed and designated by 6’ is substan 
tially straight or plane and the other of the two 
sections, designated by 8, has an arcuate shape 
almost identical with the corner~piece 5’ shown 
in Fig. 2. The tape I9 in this arrangement need 
only project laterally from one side edge limit 
of the backing piece, and more especially from 
the side edge of the arcuate-shaped section. In 
applying the style of crowning member here illus 
trated, the procedure is to slip the same over the 
end edge of the wall-board before the latter is 
set in place and then localize the two by driving 
a ?at-headed nail (not shown) into the cripple 
1.1, the nail being driven from the outside face 
of ‘the wall-board to pass through the board-and 
coincidently catch the underlying section 6' of 
the crowning member. The fly section of the 
tape I9 is then pressed down over the head of 
the nail and Swedish putty 2-3 is applied over 
this fly section and trowelled smoothin the man 
ner previously described. In Fig. 4 the backing 
piece for the tape is sectionally of a double-L 
shape to present ?anges 9’ and 52 extending in 
opposite directions from a center section 9, and 
the tape 19’ of this embodiment projects, as with 
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4 
the embodiment of Fig. 3, only from one side edge 
limits of the backing piece ‘proper. The double-L. 
shape has this advantage, to-wit: it permits the 
crowning member to be set and secured in place 
after the sheet 20 of wall-board has been nailed 
to the framing studs of the room, screws (not 
shown) being applied through the flange 9’ into 
the jamb I6. Whether the backing piece for the 
tape be of the channel type portrayed in Fig. 3 
or the double-L type portrayed in Fig. 4 it is 
thought to be self-evident that the concerned 
backing piece can be shaped to give either a 
‘rounding or square ?nish to the edge being 
trimmed. 

It is important to note that my strips 6 could 
be formed of an open-mesh material so that 
the putty l3 would impregnate and pass through 
the wings ‘I and bind them to the wall-board but 
such is not necessary and it is more economical 
to use imperforate kraft paper, the lapping putty 
being su?‘icient in and of itself to ?rmly anchor 
thesame. ' __ _ '__ v _ 

Minor changes may be resorted to without de 
parting from the spirit of the invention and I 
therefore intend that the hereto annexed claim 
be given a scope fully commensurate with the 
broadest interpretation which the employed lan 
guage fairly permits. 
What I claim is: 
In dry-wall construction, in combination: two 

sheets of wall-board placed angular to one an 
other with an edge of one abutting an edge of 
the other to conjointly present an outside cor~ 
ner, means crowning said corner and comprised 
of a wide ribbon of ?exible material and a com 
plementing narrower strip of in?exible material 
centered upon and ?rmly cemented to the ribbon 
so as to have edge portions of the ribbon pro 
ject laterally as wings well beyond each of the 
opposite side margins of the strip, said inflex 
ible strip being pre-formed to a sectional shape 
conforming to the cross-sectional pro?le of the 
corner so that the strip closely fits the corner 
with the projecting wings in covering relation to 
adjacent portions of the wall-board lying at 
each side of said corner, and putty-like mate 
rial investing the wings and also covering por 
tions of the two wall-boards which lie beyond 
the side-edge limits of the wings, the applied 
putty being dressed ?ush with the exposed face 
of the Wall-board to produce a smooth unbroken 
surface substantially conforming in appearance 
to a plaster wall and serving to immobilize the 
wings and responsively hold the in?exible strip 
in a. fixed position over the corner proper. 

ARTHUR H. IDUNLAP. 
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